ANNEX B: OUTPUTS
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2. **CHAPTERS IN BOOKS**


3. **REFEREED JOURNAL PAPERS**
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5: 180-184.
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Cambridge and Oxford’ *Geoforum*


Institution Mechanical Engineers*, ImechE, 209.
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case’ Regional Studies, 33: 391-400.


historical reflections’, Radical Statistics, Spring, 77.

unemployment’, Review of Political Economy, 7: 133-149.
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4. NON-REFEREED JOURNAL PAPERS

5. OTHER PUBLICATIONS

Listed here are all working papers published in the CBR’s working paper series and other 
published materials including those available on the internet; for consistency, the list 
includes certain mimeographs and unpublished working papers listed in previous annual 
reports of the CBR.

5.1 Working Papers

59.

international convergence’, mimeo CBR.


728. Moore, B. and Potter J (1999), Enterprise zones and the attraction of inward investment, mimeo, CBR.


5.2 Official Research Reports Written


5.3 Book Reviews, Pamphlets etc.


848. Eatwell, J (1999): Regulating global risk, Financial News, 1-7 February,
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7. SOFTWARE
